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ABSTRACT 

The deep geothermal reservoir is mainly hot dry rock with high yield strength, strong abrasiveness, high in-situ stress and poor 

drillability, which lowing the rate of penetration in deep geothermal drilling. Increasing hard rock drilling rates of deep geothermal 

reservoirs, a novel drilling technology to release stress of bottom hole rock by jet slotting is proposed, which based on ORCHYD 

project. At present, it is generally believed that high pressure water jet plays an auxiliary role in rock breaking and rock cleaning, 

the effect of stress release on bottom hole which has received only scant attention. In order to analyze the stress release effect by jet 

slotting, the jet features, the slotting characteristics with different jet pressure and the stress release process induced by jet slotting 

need to be studied. Firstly, the jet features with different outlet pressures are obtained by means of computational fluid dynamics. 

Secondly, based on the above jet features, the characteristics of slotting with different jet features are analyzed. Finally, the release 

process of effective stress in the slotting process is studied. The results show that the inlet pressure does not affect the length of 

potential core, which is about 6 times the nozzle diameter. Within the length of potential core, the impinging pressure is equal to the 

nozzle drop. The depth of the groove is mainly affected by the action time and jet pressure. When the pressure is 150MPa, the 

groove depth can reach to 15mm, and with the increasing diameter of the nozzle, the width of the groove keeps getting bigger and 

bigger. The expansion of the slotting range significantly increases the release efficiency of axial effective stress and enlarges the 

stress release range of axial effective stress, and the effective stress fluctuation of rock is obvious in the process of slotting. The 

axial effective stress release efficiency is hardly affected by the range of groove in the area the drilling bit acting and shows a slight 

increase with the expansion of the slotting range. The stress release method and results of simulations in this paper have a guiding 

signification for understanding the technique still further.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

To meet an increasing worldwide energy demand, access to geothermal energy from deep reservoirs will play a key role in the 

global energy supply [1-4]. One of the factors affecting the performance of deep drilling operations is linked to the difficulty of 

breaking deep rock formations with an acceptable rate of penetration (ROP), hence the geothermal reservoir mining methods have 

received extensive attention [5-6]. Indeed, when the bottom hole rocs are subjected to strong geostatic stresses (due to the weight of 

the overlying rock masses and their tectonic deformation history over geological time) and hydrostatic pressures (due to the weight 

of the drilling mud column inside the well being drilled) [7-10], the deep hard rocks become even stronger and less brittle when 

drilled by conventional drill bits. 

To increase the rate of penetration(ROP) of deep geothermal reservoirs, the main methods are to develop novel drill bits[11], 

supporting tools[12], and enhanced drilling parameters[13]. At present, it is generally believed that high-pressure water jet plays an 

auxiliary role in rock breaking and rock cleaning, the effect of stress release on the bottom hole which has received only scant 

attention. Through the research, it is found that the ultra-high-pressure water jet in the bottom hole rotation process, since the high-

pressure nozzles are arranged on the bit with a certain eccentricity, the high-pressure nozzles rotate around the axis of the bit during 

rotary drilling, thus realizing continuous rock destruction. Eventually, they cut circular grooves at the bottom of the well that cut off 

the rock at the bottom from the wall[14]. Increasing hard rock drilling rates of deep geothermal reservoirs, a novel drilling 

technology to release the stress of bottom hole rock by jet slotting is proposed, which is based on this phenomenon. 

To verify the advancement of the proposed technology, the jet features, the slotting characteristics with different jet pressure and 

the stress release process induced by jet slotting need to be studied. Firstly, the jet features with different outlet pressures are 

obtained by means of computational fluid dynamics. Secondly, based on the above jet features, the characteristics of slotting with 

different jet features are analyzed. Finally, the release process of effective stress in the slotting process and the rock failure 

characteristic of slotted rocks are studied. 

2. METHOD  

In this part, we mainly introduce the numerical simulation methods and experimental methods involved in the article 

2.1 Numerical model of jet impact on rock 

2.1.1 Numerical method of jet features 

The current numerical simulation methods of turbulence can be divided into direct numerical simulation method and indirect 

numerical simulation method. The direct numerical simulation method refers to the direct solution of the instantaneous turbulence 

governing equation. The non-direct numerical simulation method does not directly calculate the pulsation characteristics of 
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turbulence, but does some approximation and simplification of turbulence through certain means. Considering that the numerical 

model established in this paper is not very complicated and the existing computer conditions, the RNG k-ε turbulence model can 

meet the calculation accuracy requirements. 
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2.1.2 Physical model 

For a constant pressurizing chamber pressure of 100 MPa,160 MPa, 205 MPa, 250 MPa, (achievable in lab and optimistic for field 

test), using exact Karcher 1 mm nozzle details as provided in attached drawings and described above: Note that the wall 

region(yellow/ green/black region in figure 1) defines a no inflow/outflow domain boundary, and the light blue region /red region at 

the left figure shows the fluid flow domain has a large outflow area given by the 14.5 mm wide annulus, and outflow boundary 

condition is with a zero pressure condition imposed. The center of the figure is the inlet with a diameter of 1mm. Impinging 

pressure distribution at boundary plate set at stand-off distance 3mm,6 mm and 10mm. 

 

Fig.1 Schematic diagram of stagnation pressure model 

2.2 Numerical method of bottom hole rock stress release  

2.2.1 Numerical method of stress release 

As overburden is converted to hydrostatic pressure by drilling, the rock matrix will be deformed. To 

describe the interaction between pore fluid and rock matrix, the rock is regarded as poroelasticity material
[15]

: 

 
B p

= -C p I  ：                                                                 (3) 

where,   is Cauchy stress tensor; ε is strain tensor; B


is Biot-Willis coefficient; 
p

p
is pore pressure; C is the elasticity matrix; I is 

the unit matrix; “:” stands for the double-dot tensor product. 
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where, m
k

is the permeability of the rock skeleton;


is the fluid viscosity, l


is the fluid density, a
k

 

is the compression term 

of rock skeleton; l
k



is the compression term of fluid; a
k

, l
k

is the bulk modulus of the rock skeleton and fluid respectively; 


is 

the porosity; t






 is the volumetric strain term; m
q

is the source sink term[16]. 

2.2.2 Physical model 

 

Figure 2 Petrophysical model of the rock at bottom-hole 

The model of down-hole rock is established, in which the length of the model is 2400 mm, the width is 2400 mm and the height is 

2000 mm, the wellbore diameter is 240 mm and its depth is 1200 mm. The simplified stress condition of deep rock is as shown in 

Fig. 2. The overburden is set at the top of the model, and the maximum horizontal crustal stress and minimum horizontal crustal 

stress are set at the surrounding of the model respectively. At the surrounding of the model and the bottom of the model is a set 

roller constraint. Hydrostatic pressure is set to the wellbore, and good permeability is assumed. The interaction between hydrostatic 

pressure and pore pressure is realized. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Numerical simulation of jet features 

 

Figure 3 Velocity distribution along axial direction 

As we can see from figure 7, With the increase of inlet pressure, the velocity of outlet increases, the velocity at 1 mm orifice outlet 

is 446m/s(100Mpa), 567 m/s(160Mpa), 643m/s(205Mpa) and 706 m/s(250Mpa) respectively, but the velocity at the far left nozzle 
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end (10mm) decays as 338 m/s (100Mpa), 443(160Mpa), 506 m/s(205Mpa) and 511 m/s(250Mpa) respectively, they are very 

different. Length of the potential core (7mm) is about 7 times the diameter of nozzle, in the potential core region (distance is 0mm 

to 7mm), the velocity is basically stable, and gradually decreases with the increasing of distance. in addition, the rate of decay is 

constantly decreasing with the increasing of distance. 

 

Fig.4 Velocity distribution along radial direction 

Figure 4 shows the velocity distribution along radial direction at different pressures. As we can see from this picture, the maximum 

velocity is located at the axis, and the velocity decreases rapidly with the increase of radial distance, within the distance of 5mm, 

the velocity distribution along the radial direction is similar, and with the increase of the radial distance, the velocity decreases 

sharply. When the axial distance is more than 5 times the diameter of nozzle, with the increase of axial distance, the rate of velocity 

decay degree decreases gradually along radial director. The increase of inlet pressure increases the velocity but does not change the 

radial distribution of the velocity. 

3.2 Numerical simulation and lab test of jet slotting 

 

Figure 5 The characteristic of grooves induced by ultra high-pressure water jet 

The characteristic of grooves induced by ultra high-pressure water jet has been studied (Figure 5). When the jet pressure is 

150MPa, the groove depth can reach 15mm, and the higher the pressure of the water jet, the longer the acting time, the deeper the 

groove will be. It is also found that under certain conditions, water jet can generate a groove with a depth of 50mm. 

In terms of width, under the condition of 0.5 mm nozzle diameter with a standoff distance of 10 times the nozzle diameter, the 

groove width can reach 5mm. Furthermore, in the drilling process, the nozzle with a diameter is 2mm will be used, and the groove 

is much wider.  

3.3 Stress release characteristic of slotted rocks 

Figure 6 and Figure 7 respectively show the distribution characteristics of radial effective stress and axial effective stress changing 

with radial position. By comparing Figure 6 and Figure 7, it is obvious that the distribution characteristics of the two are very 

similar, that is, the stress near the bottom hole center is very small. With the gradual increase of radial distance, both the radial 

effective stress and the axial effective stress show a gradual increase trend. The stress does not change when the hole radius is 0.9 
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times, and is stable at the size of the initial in-situ stress. It is worth noting that the effective stress at the same position gradually 

decreases with the gradual increase of the groove Angle, which is caused by the gradual reduction of the compression degree of the 

horizontal in-situ stress on the rock at the bottom of the hole. The closer the wellbore axis is, the more obvious the effective stress 

decreases. 

 

Figure 6 Radial effective stress along radial direction                           Figure 7 Axial effective stress along radial direction 

 

Figure 8 Axial effective stress along axial direction 

Figure 8 shows the distribution characteristic of the axial effective stress along the axial position. The minimum axial effective 

stress at the center of the borehole is stable at about 45MPa, and the effective stress increases gradually with the gradual increase of 

the axial distance. And the axial effective stress also showed a decreasing trend with the gradual increase of the slotting range. 

However, compared with the distribution characteristics of the axial effective stress along the radial direction, the change of the 

axial effective stress along the axial position was not decreasing obviously. 

3.4 The rock failure characteristic of slotted rocks 

Figure 9 compares the distribution characteristics of cracks inside the rock and the distribution characteristics of cracks on the 

surface before and after grooving. After grooving, the number of cracks inside the rock increases obviously and the failure area also 

shows an increasing trend. In the rock surface area, the cracks around the crushing pit are mainly Hertzian cracks when the rock is 

not slotted. After the slotting, the cracks around the crushing pit gradually expand to the groove direction and finally connect with 

the groove. Therefore, under the same input conditions, the existence of grooves will significantly improve the rock crushing 

efficiency. 
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Figure 9 Axial effective stress along axial direction 

Figure 10 shows the variation characteristics of peak impact force under different groove depths. The peak impact force gradually 

decreases with the increase of groove depth, but the peak impact force does not change when the groove depth reaches 20mm. By 

comparing the change of peak impact force when the groove is cut 20mm, the peak impact force is about 47% lower than that when 

the groove is not slot. This is because the stiffness of the slotted rock gradually decreases under the same impact energy condition, 

which not only protects the bit, but also facilitates continued rock breaking with the remaining energy in the bit. 

 

Figure 10 Axial effective stress along axial direction 

CONCLUSIONS  

The inlet pressure does not affect the length of potential core, which is about 7 times the nozzle diameter. Within the length of 

potential core, the impinging pressure is equal to the nozzle drop.In the potential core region (distance is 0mm to 7mm), the 
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velocity is basically stable, and gradually decreases with the increasing of distance. in addition, the rate of decay is constantly 

decreasing with the increasing of distance. 

The depth of the groove is mainly affected by the action time and jet pressure. When the pressure is 150MPa, the groove depth can 

reach to 15mm, In terms of width, under the condition of 0.5 mm nozzle diameter with a standoff distance of 10 times the nozzle 

diameter, the groove width can reach 5mm.With the increasing diameter of the nozzle, the width of the groove keeps getting bigger 

and bigger. When the strength of the rock is low, the water jet can generate a groove with a depth of 50mm 

The expansion of the slotting range significantly increases the release efficiency of axial effective stress and enlarges the stress 

release range of axial effective stress, and the effective stress fluctuation of rock is obvious in the process of slotting. The axial 

effective stress release efficiency is hardly affected by the range of groove in the area the drilling bit acting and shows a slight 

increase with the expansion of the slotting range. 

After grooving, the number of cracks inside the rock increases obviously and the failure area also shows an increasing trend. In the 

rock surface area, the cracks around the crushing pit are mainly Hertzian cracks when the rock is not slotted. After the slotting, the 

cracks around the crushing pit gradually expand to the groove direction and finally connect with the groove. The peak impact force 

gradually decreases with the increase of groove depth, but the peak impact force does not change when the groove depth reaches 

20mm. The advances and effectiveness of the novel drilling technology combining hydro-jet and percussion methods was verified. 
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